
Chapter 10 

Ashby St Ledgers 

Ashby St Legders is given here as an extended study to illustr~te how the survival of 
good estate records can be used to unravel a complicated township structure, and to 
follow changes in agricultural practise. The records form a complete and compact 
group, being the title deeds and estate papers of manorial owners and freeholders who 
held Ashby St Ledgers and parts of neighbouring parishes for more than five centuries. 
The records are good for the fifteenth century, a period when monastic estates often lack 
details. 

Manoriol history 

An item of manorial interest is the existence of a second estate and vill in the parish. The 
main manor, located in Ashby village, descended through the families of Cranford, 
Catesby, Ianson and Ashley. Its history is well covered by Bridges 1 and Baker2. Another 
manor belonged to Ledger Dyve in 1240, which Baker identified with Ashby Lodge, an 
area now parkland and farmland lying at the north west of the parish. It was held by the 
Ianson family until 1680 and afterwards descended to the Arnolds, merging with the 
main estate when bought by Lord Wimborne in about 1918. A country house had been 
built by George Arnold in 1722 and was pulled down in about' 1922. Court rolls refer to 
le lodge in 15173, and two estates within the one parish are confirmed by field-system 
studies. Most of the records of surveys, charters and terriers deal with the Cranford 
manor, leaving out Ashby Lodge and its surrounding lands, even in the 13th and 
fourteenth centuries. However, according to the evidence of a 1715 field book, there 
had once been a single field system for the whole parish. 

As well as manorial records there are the archives of small freeholders. A remarkable 
series of charters shows the descent of the Boys family from 1376 to 1606 and later 
records give some of the history to 1715. The family were freemen with lowly begin
nings, carefully collecting property by the purchase of several small pieces ofland and a 
few medium sized holdings. Members of the family, usually younger sons, can be seen 
moving about to different places, some of them becoming carpenters. By 1 720 .they had 
been bought out by the Ashleys, and the family moved away from Ashby St Ledgers 
before 17444. 

Court rolls dating from 1496 to 16845 deal with open-field orders, disputes, and the 
repair of property. For instance in 1528 it was ordered that 'all tenants ... thacke ther 

1 Bridges i. pp. 14-17. 
2 Baker i. pp. 241-5. 
3 NROASL 78. 
4 NRO PS 4-55; ASL 1155-1168, and 1232. 
5 NRO ASL 781-815. 
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holdyngs that the tymber and the wallys may be kepte drye .... and that the lady bailiff 
[Elizabeth Lucy fonnerly Catesby, with 5 others] upon Alsoules day ... goo about the 
town from holdyng to holdrng and se whether that every tenant hath kepte his payne'6. 

Open fields 

Fields 
Two fields occur in the thirteenth century, called East and West? Hanging woolshreach 
(U!Jssehrech) furlong lay in the West Field in c. 12758. The field in which it is later found, 
North or Fedy Field, could never have been called the West field as part of a three-field 
system, so confirming that' there was an early two-field system . . 

Three fields occur from the fourteenth century until enclosure in 1764 (Figure 2). 
They were called, in 14169, West Field ~ater Upper), South Field (Foxholes) and North 
Field (Fedy). All these names occur earlier (North Field in 1330 and the other two in 
i337 10; South Field is also recorded in 1321 and 132611). It is likely that all three existed 
at the same time in the fourteenth century, since named furlongs lie in the same fields 
then as they do in the later three fields. The furlongs of the North Field were said to be in 
an East field in 143912, but this is an alternative name for North Field and not another 
different field. The distribution oflands among the fields was equal in 146913 when the 
West, South and North Fields have 2.75, 2.25 and 2.0 acres each. 

rardlands 
Yardlands are listed on several occasions l4• The 40.5 total of 1688 represents the the 
whole parish which then belonged to Brian lanson Ill. He was impropriate rector and 
received all the tithe except for the glebe and townland. The total was probably 
intended to be to 40. In the eighteenth century the Ashleys did not possess the Lo.dge, 
and their open-field estate with the glebe was about 33 yardlands. The difference 
between the totals implies that 7 yardlands were assigned to the Lodge enclosed estate. 
There are other I 7 -century parallels for enclosure being assessed in tenns of yardlands 
at Brockhall and Great Billing. The reason was that local taxes were raised on the 
yardland and an enclosiflg owner still had to pay his dues. 

The total of 40 yardlands is confirmed by the existence of 40 tenurial divisions in the 
fields (below). They relate to the Domesday assessment of 4 hides and 10 ploughlands, at 
10 to the hide, and would seem to confirm Round's suggestion that the 1086 'plough
land' was an earlier assess~ent) once representing 10 hides each containing 4 virgates. 
Four virgates to the hide are found in most southern English counties. 

6 NRO ASL 795. 
7 Anatnt.Dudr iv (London 1902), A4I05. 
8 NROASL2. 
9 NRO PS 16. 

10 NRO ASL 12,8. 
11 AD iv A7139; A7658. 
12 NROPS 25. 
13 NRO PS 37. 
14 1688; 37.75 (NRO ASL 140) plus 0.5 townland (given in 1649, ASL 1233), plus glebe 2.5 yardlands, 40.5 

in all. 
1712; the cow pasture agreement shows there were 33.27, and 33.64 (ASL 154). 
c. 1730 Land tax 33 yardlands (NRO D 399). 
1752 Tithe book lists 30.75 yardlands (ASL 1236), plus glebe 2.5. 
1764 Enclosure papers 32.75. 
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The size of the yardland in 1635 is given as 38 acres 15, and the estimated size in 1463 
was 34.5 acres l6. Heads at the ends oflands were referred to in 1321 17. In 1650 hay 
from these 'hades', as well as balks, snouts and 1eys were worth 12s. per yardlandl8• 

The crops planted on a 50-acre estate in 1674 were 20 acres of wheat, 20 acres of 
barley and 10 acres of peas. Meadow belonging (20 acres) gave 20 cart loads of hay . The 
closes around the village were normally kept as pasture, but in 1666 one of the small 
crofts was ploughed up for five years and the impropriator received tithe grain 19. 

Some detail of agricultural practise can be obtained from a tithe book of 1744-63 
kept by ,the vicar Edward Maud2o. He listed each holder of lands and calculated 
particulars of sheep, calves, garden and other tithes and their value. 

The introduction of iPJ's to the arable 
The introduction ofleys into the open fields can be followed from charter references. No 
charter gives the actual date ofley formation, but listing the dates when each set ofleys 
was first recorded shows that leys were created during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, culminating with the cow pasture agreement ' of 1712 (partly printed in 
Chapter 2). 

The dates ofleys in each furlong are marked on Figure 2. There was an estimated 7 
percent ofleys in 146321 . 

Field books 
Ashby has three field books22, two are undated, and ASL 1231 has' 1698' written in the 
text. The most used and worn version is ASL 1232, which was made after the 1712 the 
cow pasture agreement. Of the tenants named, Samuel Moors,john Boys andjohn 
Moor all died in 1715; and the death ofjohn Cures in the same year caused 'Widow' 
Cures to be named in the terrier23. The date of the field book is therefore 1715. The 
other two versions have been collated with ASL 1232; ASL 1230 appears to be a copy of 
ASL 1232, and ASL 1231, being earlier, has some different owners and slight differ
ences in lands marked with 'F' for Farm and 'thirds', as well as other small descriptive 
items. 

The 1715 field book begins with a list ofleys, continues with the dole meadows, then 
proceeds with F oxhalls Field, Upper Field and F edy Field, giving furlong names and lists 
of the occupiers with the size of the lands. 

Meadows 
There are six meadows divided into 40 numbered units (called doles), which are 
assigned to the tenants as below, Table 12. The word 'dole' here must mean meadow 
belonging or 'doled' to the yardlands. There was not an annual re-allotting of the 
meadows, as proved by their being described in terriers in a fixed position and not as 
unspecified roods of dole meadow that changed each year. 

15 NRO ASL 87. 
16 NRO ASL 20. 
17 NRO PS 1. 
18 NRO ASL 140. 
19 NRO ASL 142. 
20 NRO ASL 1236. 
21 NRO ASL 20. 
22 NRO ASL 1230-2. 
23 Ashby St Legders parish register, NRO 15P/4. 
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Table 12 Ashby St Ledgers meadow divisions in 1 715 

No. Cackmoor Runns Slows Copped wells Foxhalls Patches 

I RicMoor RicMoor Ric Moor Moses Noon Ric Moor William Leeson 
2 John Boys John Boys John Boys John Boys John Boys . John Boys 
3 id id id id id id 
4- SamMoor SamMoor SamMoor SamMoor SamMoor Samuel Moor 
5 Abbotts RJackson ToobyF id Grubb, Clark Ric Moor 
6 Tooby's F id id Tooby F RicJackson Abbott, Story 
7 id WHammond id id Ralph J ackson John Cure 
8 id ToobyF RMoor id John Moor Edwards 
9 id id id id Ric Moor Vemey;Jackson 

& Grubb 
10 id id Leeson id id ToobyF 
Il Edwards J Abbot id John Moor John Moor id 
12 J Bawcutts Wid Cures RJackson Abbott J Bawcutt id 
13 Abbotts Stonys J Cures John Bates id Edwards Richard Jackson 
14- id id Bawcutts Ralph Jackson John Bates id 

& Grubb 
15 RJackson Abbotts Leeson Leeson id John Moor 
16 Grubbs Watson J Bawcutts J Bates Abbott John Bawcutt RicMoor 
17 Richard Moors Robt Vemey RobtVemey id Ric Moor id 
18 Ric.Jackson Widow Cures Ric.Jackson RicJackson John Abbot RicJackson 
19 J Bates A. Bawcutt SMoor Edwards Town; W Boys John Bawcutt 
20 id Ralph Jackson RicMoor id idWGrubb RicVemey 
21 Leesons Abbotts RalphJackson RalphJackson Robert Vemey id 
22 id Robert Vemey Sam Moor Grubb Leeson Widow Cures 
23 Ric.Jackson ToobyF John Cures Bawcutt John Moor Vemeys 
24- Samuel Moors id Robert Vemey John Armson J Bawcutt Grubbs, Watson 
25 Bawcutts Leeson id Leeson Edwards &R Widow Cures 

Jackson 
26 id Samuel Moors John Moor John Cures Widow Cures JohnArmson 
27 Will. John Bates Grubbs Grubb, Watson id id 

Hammonds 
28 Edwards John Cures Widow Cures &John Moor John Bates Abbots, Storys 

. Grubb Watson 
29 Bawcutts Grubbs Bawcutt id Grubb id. 
30 Grubbs Edwards SamMoor RicJackson SamMoor Vemey, Grooby 
31 John Moors and Robert Verney J Bawcutt Grubb, Cures JohnAbbott Grubb, Cure 

RJackson & 
Grubbs 

32 J Bates id Grubb, Clark Widow Cures Grubb, Clark Widow Cures 
and Ralph], 
Grubb 

33 Robert Vemey Vemey, Grubb RicJackson Ralph Jackson Vemey 
Groobey 

34- Widow Cures id Robert Vemey Grubb Moor, Grubb id 
35 id John Moor Abbott Widow Cures Bawcutt RalphJackson, 

Grubb 
36 J Bawcutts Grubb, Clark John Moor SamMoor id Widow Cures; 

Grubb, Watson 

37 Townland; J Bawcutt id id John Cures Abbots, Storys 

38 id W Boys & Edwards id Edwards Widow Cures Grubbs 
39 id WGrubbs RJackson & Leeson Bates Bawcutt Edwards 

Grubb 
40 John Moors ToobyF Abbott Bates Verney John Cures 

From NRO ASL 1232. 
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The above name-lists show there is an underlying regular tenurial order. The 40 
parts presumably relate to the 40 yardlands. Although only positions 2, 3, and 4 have the 
same owner in all the meadows, many other positions have a limited number of tenants. 

The meadow holdings for each person have been collected below, Table 13. Since 
the 40 divisions represent 40 yardlands, it follows that in six meadows 6 doles are 
equivalent to a yardland. 

John Boys' 12 doles or 2 yardlands is confirmed in the 1688 tithe list24, which states 
that his father William was in possession of 2 yardlands that had been transferred to 
John in 1684. It is unfortunate that so many holdings had changed hands between 1688 
and 1 715 so that few can be checked. The only other identical holding is that of Mary 
Story who had 0.5 yardland in 1688; 3 doles in 1715 belonged to 'Story'. Similar sized 
holdings are found for theJackson family which had 3.5 yardlands in 1688 and 3.48 
(20.75 doles of meadow) in 1715. The Verneys had 3 7/8 in 1688 and 18 doles (3 
yardlands) in 1715, and Cures held 2.5 yardlands in 1688 and later 19.5 ~oles (3.25 
yardlands). 

It is therefore clear that the meadows preserve a relict tenurial cycle of 40 that related 
to the whole parish of 40 yardlands. Only 3 positions (2, 3, 4) remain constant in 1 715. 
The Story half yardland does not lie in one position but as 6 half doles, being positions 
13 and 14 in Cackmoor and 5, 28, 29 and 37 in Patches. If this irregularity was achieved 
by exchange then it was a complicated affair. More difficulties are experienced in the 
open-field lands when an attempt is made to identify the 40-1and cycle in them by using 
John Boys (positions 2,3), Samuel Moor (4) and Toobey, who held position 10 in five 
cases out of six in the meadow. 

The meadows were divided in this complicated manner before 146325. A terrier of 
Thomas Dekyn's land refers to 6 roods of meadow in the same six meadows (except that 
runns was called waynegotf) , and, remarkably, the meadow positions are numbered. 
Position 16 is referred to 2 times (Cackmooor and Foxhalls), suggesting that once this 
was the main position f~r the meadow of the holding. A neighbour on one side, in 1463, 
was George Boys in two cases, and in 1715 (table above) it was Richard More both 
times. More remarkably the 1715 owners in position 16 of Cackmoor, Grubbs and 
Watson, also held the meadow positions (Runns (waynegod) 28 and coppedwell 27) 
which all belonged to Dunkley in 1463. 

This establishes that the division of the meadow, although co~plicated, was stable 
and had not changed since 1463, and was therefore medieval. A complex exchange had 
taken place before 1463. It also shows that the land in the terrier was one yardland, 
although it is not stated to be. The terrier is defective, but Fedy (North) field contained 
45 roods of arable, and Upper (West) Field had 47 roods making the yardIand 34.5 
acres, assuming all the fields were equal. The actual lands are nearly all half acres and 
there were already at least 10 roods of leys (7 percent). 

Not surprisingly, the meadows can be shown to lie in the same complicted order in 
1561, intermediate in date between 1463 and 1715, in an unusually detailed terrier of 
land belonging to Bastien and George Boys26. The meadows are numbered and the 
following positions occur: Cackmoor 1 and 7; Wainegoads (Runns) 1; Fowe1oes 1,8,9, 
20; Foxholes 1, 9, 10, 17. Inspection of the 1715 table shows that these meadow 

24 NRO ASL 140. 
25 NRO ASL 20. 
26 NRO ASL 44. 
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positions are identical to the meadow of Richard Moor of 1 715. There are 14 roods of 
meadow which should equal 2.333 yardlands. 

Lands 

The tenurial disposition of the lands in 1715 is seemingly bafRing and a regular order is 
not easy to recognize by inspection. However the discovery that the meadows had a 
complex, but stable, order, can be shown to hold true for the lands. 

The 1561 terrier27 has the lands in its furlongs numbered as well as the meadows. 
Bennetts Moor furlong in 'Breer Furlonge Field' (Upper Field) had the first land next to 
a common balk, the 9th and the (final) headland was the property of the Boys family. On 
comparison with the 1715 fieldbook it is clear that the balk is one in the middle of the 
furlong that divides the 'thirds', and that the 9th land and the final headland was then 
the property of Richard Moor. And so are other listed lands of 1561 all the property of 
Richard Moor in 1715; the lOth land of 'frintaker',' on Nether Bree lands 8 and 14; 
longchurchill (under churchill) 4; etc. 

The complex order of the lands of 1715 is proved therefore to be stable and of ancient 
origin. It can be taken back to 1463 from the terrier of that date. The earliest terrier of 
any length is dated 137628 and this like all the other later ones has a considerable 
number of neighbours; there is not a regular tenurial order of 40, but the complex later 
version. The re-arrangement is likely to have occurred before 1376 and is very probably 
connected with the Lodge estate formation, perhaps as early as c. 1215 when two 
manors can be identified. 

The neighbours oflands in the 1463 terrier are dominated by the lord, Catesby, lying 
on both sides on most occasions. In 24 entries for Upper rN est) Field Catesby is 
neighbour on one side at all times and on the other 17, with the rest taken by George 
Boys 2, Robert Hynkley 2 and Thomas D,unkley 4. The neighbours, although more 
than two are limited, as with the meadows and suggest the same kind of de-regularised 
order as found in 1 715. 

Table 13 Ashby St Ledgers meadow doles 1715, arranged by owners. 
(Yardlands marked with an asterisk are confirmed from other sources.) 

Name Dok Yardland Name Dok Yardland 
number equivalent number equWalent 

Abbott,john 14 2.333 jackson, Richard 17.25 2.875* 
Annson,john 3 0.5 Jackson, Ralph 3.5 0.583* 
Bates, John 11 1.83 Leeson, William 9 1.5 
Bawcutt, John 20 3.33 Moor, Richard 17 2.83 
Boys,John 12 2* Moor, Samual 14 2.33 
Clark 2 0.33 Moor,john 12.5 2.08 
Cure,john 7 2.17 Noon, Moses 1 0.17 
Cures, widow 12.5 2.08 Story 3 0.5* 
Edwards 12.5 2.08 Tooby 23 3.83 
Grooby 1.5 0.25 Town 5 0.83 
Grubb 16 2.67 Vemey, Robert 18 3* 
Hammond, William 2 0.33 Watson 2 0.33* 

238.75 (for 240) 

Data from Table 13 re-arranged (NRO ASL 1232). 

27 NRO ASL 44. 
28 NRO PS 4. 
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Given the above evidence for there once being a medieval regular cycle of 40 in the 
meadows and furlongs, and that some positions are identifiable, it should be relatively 
simple to apply it to the furlongs to study their structure. However several problems 
arise. The regular order has suffered more decay in the lands, there are some names that 
do not occur in the meadow list, and even the 3 'fixed' positions are not universally so. If 
these cannot be identified than it is nearly impossible to identifY the cycle, there being so 
many possibilities. 

What is clear, by inspection of the longer furlongs (with over 40 lands) where there is a 
good run of names, is that there undoubtedly was a fixed order of 40 and that it affects 
the furlong structure. Often groups of lands, particularly 1-5, have the same names, 
followed by periods of apparent irregularity, then more names consistent with the 40 
meadow cycle appear. 

In several cases the sequence 1-5 begins or ends a furlong. So in Radmoor, working 
in reverse order, 1-5,7,12,13, 18,22. 23 hold good and a new name occurs for 15-17. 
Two positions then seem to have been lost, then there is a fair fit for (new position) 22-9, 
36-8, a new cycle of 1-4 and 11-12 when the furlong ends., Front Acre, starting at the 
4th land from the east, goes from 10-1, 40-36, 29-25, 22-20, 8-12 before being 
irregular on the last 11 lands, which should have contained the beginning. The next 
furlong to it, Upper Bree, with lands in the same direction, was taken the other way, west 
to east in 1715, and 4 lands in runs 38, 40; 1-5, suggesting that the 40 sequence ran west 
to east in both cases, as elsewhere. 

Stockwell furlong, north side, beginning from the west (reverse to 1715) begins 1-4,9, 
14, 16, 18-20,22,24,34-8, which seems like a whole sequence for the one furlong. On 
the eastern side of the township the 40 sequence runs east to west. Fede is the largest 
furlong with a run of92 lands. On the east it begins 1-16,20,23,25-6,32,34,37, 39, 
5-9, 12-14, 19, 21, 29-31, 35-6, 38-40, 2-4, 8, 16, 17, 30, 33,40, and 1 is the final 
eastern headland. That is, this large furlong contains 3 whole cycles, in spite of various 
irregular parts within it. Many furlongs consist of one or more cycles of 40. 

Field orders 
The earliest field-orders list is for 152629, and a few others from 1514-22 are added 
below: 

There were to be only 4 horses for each yardland (1514). 
Each yardland to have 6 beast (1514). 
A cottager could have 1 horse and 2 beast (1514). 
No one should have beast or pigs outside a common herd unless they were 

ringed and staked. 
Uncastrated pigs were to be kept in a stable. 
There were to be 40 sheep per yardland, fine for default. 
Everyone should make a sty for their pigs. 
All bitches should be splayed. 
There were to be no more than 7 score sheep per flock. 
Sheep commons may be exchanged. 
Mounds were to made between neighbours for sheep not kept in the herd. 
No hog was to feed unless it be ringed. 
No one was to take sheep from other lordships to make up his allowance ifhe 

could take in his neighbours sheep3o. 

29 NRO ASL 791. 
30 NRO ASL 795, 1528. 

6/8d. 
1I8d. 
Is. and 
20s. 
3/5d. 
lOs. 

3/4d. 
lOs. 
6/8d. 
3/4d. 
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In 1649 orders of the usual type were listed31 . Among them it was noted that all 
should 'be content to use their lands as far as the holes marked out' (the grass ends to be 
left unploughed), and balks were to be left 3 feet wide between half acre lands and 1.5 
feet between roods. Similar orders were made for 1644 and 1657. 

Field and furlong names 

The furlong names below are based on the 1 715 fieldbook, with abuttals and name 
forms collected from charters and deeds32• The furlongs were identified using the 
calculated sizes and abuttal data (below), along with the enclosed field names, them
selves identified from a survey of 180833 which could be related to the names and map in 
a sale catalogue of 190234. They are plotted on Figure 2, which was made by field 
survey. The 'widths' given are those of the furlongs in inches on a map of 1: 1 0560, 
assuming that the lands averaged 8 yards in width. 

Demesne 

The 1715 field book does not distinguish the demesne, but it can be identified from the 
information given in tithe disputes. The vicarage of c. 1210, owned by Laund priory, 
Leics., had the tithe of one third of the demesne of both manors, belonging toJohn de 
Cranford and Leodger de Dive. It also had the tithe of 1.5 yardlands which Roger de 
Harwedon held35• A dispute of 1673 acknowledged that the vicar had the tithe of grain 
and hay due from one-third part of the lands of John de Cranford, it being well known 
where they laid in certain furlongs, the lands being marked by common balks and called 
thirds or John of Cranford's land36. The vicar then had the whole tithe of 2.5 yardlands, 
which was one more than he should have had. This was presumed to have happened 'att 
ye gunpowder treason when both ye impropriate (rectory) and vicarage had been 
Cattesbys. ' 

A glebe terrier of 1 720 stated that the land was 10 quartems and was called the Farm, 
of which 9 quartems ~ere in the tenure ofWilliam Tooby. The field books (below) do 
not quite agree which lands belonged to the Fann, and none of them is as full as the 
glebe description itself, which has been taken as the most reliable version. 

The meadow descriptions in the 1715 field book show that the Farm is mainly limited 
to a few positions, nearly all of it being in blocks of 3-5 adjacent roods in a given 
meadow lying somewhere between positions 5-12. It is the most fixed of any holding 
except that of the 2 yardlands of John Boys. 

The lands called thirds, listed in the 1720 glebe terrier, are given below and plotted on 
Figure 2: 

31 NRO ASL 804. 
32 The main sources are charters and deeds ASL 1-45 (13th- 16 7 4; PS 1-49 (1321- 1556); long terriers are 

PS 4, 13,20-1,25,29,37 (1376, 1412, 1423, 1423, 1439, 1463, 1469), and ASL 20,23,44 (1463, 1501, 
1561). 

33 NRO ASL 352. 
34 NRO ASL 768. 
35 NRq ASL 1262; A. Gibbons, liber Antiquus de Ordinationis Vuanarum tempore Hugonis Wells, Lin.colniensis 

Episcopii (Lincoln 1888), p. 38. 
36 NRO ASL 142. 
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Table 14- Ashby St Ledgers furlong names 

Name 1715 lAnd lieNo WuJth Abuttalr Nameforms 

Foxhalls Field (South Field 1326 and 15th, Foxholes Field 1561) 

Townleys EW 7 0.1 
Town leys NS 57 1.58 
Little town leys EW 18 0.50 HLN 
Mill hill 25 2.05 millhill1561 
Leys shooting midnill 6 0.17 
Midnill NS 74 2.05 middelhul1375, mydenhilll422, 

meedmill 1561 
Blackmilland EW 16 0.44- E of Lester way blakemydelond 1400, backmyland 

1561 
Thornold EW 82 2.40 WayonN 
Eldersdeane 9 0.25 
Presley slade EW 3 0.08+ Heads oldinge 
Oldinge NS 49 1.36 oldynge 15th 
Windmill 45 1.25 wynd milnehul 1375 
East side millway 30 0.83 mulneway 1349 AD, millwaye 

1561 
Choakpitts NS 39 1.08 Mear at end chalcputtes 1321 AD, chalkepyttes 

1412 
St Marys leys 14 0.39 
Cox meadow leys 15 0.42 
Cox meadow NS 23 0.64 Welton way W, HL cockmedowe 15th, coxmeadowe 

at upper field side 1561 
Larkwell NS? 27? 0.75 End at wellom way 
Parkside 41 1.14 HL at field side 
Elderslade EW 36 1.00 HL field side, next eltherslade 1339, elderhull 1422 

wayN 
Wellom NS 59 1.64- Next wellom way wollhumwye 1375, woldon hill 

1412? 
Wooland NS 44- 1.22 Next a common wowelond 1375, 1412, wooland 

way 1561 
Radmoor NS 66 1.84 rodemor 1375, 1412, roddemore 

1561 
01dnill EW 16 0.44- Next Northampton oldemilne 1375, olden hull 1422, 

way oldemill 1561 
Butting between ways NS 55 1.53 HLhome side ways 1375, weyes 1417 
Drypitts NS 49 1.36 
Long lamcoats NS 15 0.42 lamcotes 1320, lambcoets 15th, 

longe lamcotts 1561 
Fowslass NS NS 54 1.50 ffowlesloes 1422, far f. 1561 

Cow pasture 

Elderslade leys 4 0.11 
Oldnill 1 0.03 
Blakwell 8 0.22 blakewelll375, 1418, blackwell 

1501 
Blakwellleys plot + 5 0.14+ 
Gravell pitts 56 1.56 HLhomeward gravell pitts 1561 
Little fowslass 43 1.19 
Fowslass 4 0.11 
Foxalls hyhorns foxholes highehorne 1561 
Foxalls lands 41 
Upper foxalls leys 55 1.53 Parallel to Watling overfoxoles 1375 

St 
Nether foxalls leys 55 1.53 nether foxholes 1561 
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Table 14 continrud 

Name 1715 Lond lieNo Wullh Abuttals Nameforms 

OtMrnames 

1561 
Long foxholes 
Short foxholes short foxhole 1501 
hallowegrindill 
lancotts 
waterfurroes 

15th 
sosland 
loweslade 
heselislade 
bronsichefurlong 1426 
rodelynys 1415 
millehok 1422 

Upper field 1715 (West Field 1373) 

Long half acre NS 21 0.58 Buts priest balk, half aker slade 1373, long half aker 
parallel to slade 1561 
Leicester way 

Short half acre EW 24 0.67 HLnorth 
Bennetts moor NS 37+ 1.6+ HLwest benetusmore 1404, benitts more 

1561 
Bennetts moor slade 3+ 0.1+ 
Nether hungerland EW 18 0.5 S, next fallom wood 

way 
Upper hungerland EW 21 0.58 
Frontacre NS 44 1.22 HLeast thric aker 1373, frintacre 1561 
Upper breefurlong NS 48 1.3 overbrere 1373, long over breer 

\ 1561 
Nether breefurlong NS 47 1.3 HL E, abuts nether breer 1561 

Braunston way 
Rowley EW 31 0.9 HLN, next rowlowe 1417, rowley 1561 

Braunston way 
Upper stone EW 25 0.7 HLS stoneforlong 1373, stoan 1561 
Nether stone EW 38 1.1 
Stockwell furlong, north NS 37 1.0 short stokwelle for1ong 1373, s. 

stokwell 1561 

Stockwell furlong, south NS 35 . 0.97 
Under church hill 33 0.9 churchehull 1413 
Rainbow under church 9 0.25 
hill 
Nether east and west EW 33 0.9 HLN 
Upper east and west EW 22 0.6 HL S, cuts shorter 
Hollow way NS 26 0.6 HL E, next halliwell Halywelle 1390, halewel1413, 

meerway halliwell 1561 

Hollow way shoots meer EW 10 0.3 
Five lands EW 5 0.2 
Five long lands EW 5 0.2 ?between church 

hill 
Top of church hill NS 9 0.25 HLW Upper end churchill 1561 

Little furlong at upper NS '."13 0.36 
end churchill way 
Little furlong at upper NS 8 0.22 
end harvest meadow 
After harvest meadow EW 18 Harvest meadow side 1561 

side 
Pentebadby NS 16 0.44 
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Table 14 continued 

Name 1715 lAnd lieNo Wtdth Abuttals Nameforms 

Cross elm NS 15 0.42 HL W, abuts 
meerway 

Theythorn NS 22 0.61 HLW Thethome 1412, thenethorne 
1422 

Harvest meadow slade 4 plots 
After harvest meadow EW 9 0.25 HLS 
side 
Offielaws NS 10 0.28 HLE 
Goarbroad NS 17 0.47 
Short gorland 14 0.39 HL, probably W 
Long gorland 6 0.17 
Swinsties EW 16 0.44 
Broxfurlong NS 5 0.14 HLE Broxesforlong 1375, brokkes fl417 
Little furlong at south 2 0.06 
end of goarbroad 
Broxfurlong, east-west EW 31 0.86 Long broxfur1ong 1561 

Cow pasture 
Windmillleys NS 27 0.75 Wyndemylneleyes 1412, winemill 

1eyes 1561 
Anslows 40 1.11 Anloes 1561 
Piece as Benhetts moor 
Grassgraft lands EW 18 0.5 Grasscraft 1561 
Grassgraft leys 51+ 1.42+ 
Long halfacre NS 12 0.33 
Theythorn heads 2 . 0.06 
Presley butts EW 13+28;0.36 +0.78 Prestleye 1375, over presley 1561 
Presley leys 
Four lands at Welton 4 0.11 
field 
Little furlong at upper 3 0.08 
end of goarbroad 
Short broxfurlong 9 0.25 

othernames 
15th 
ottebreche 1404, uddebreche 1412 
hertebrere 1404 

Feddy Field 1715 (Feda Field 1561, East Field 1326, 1375, 1425) 

Woolspitt NS 31 0.86 
W oolspitt rood leys NS 10+ 0.31+ 
Plash EW 39 1.08 HL,S Plasch 1412, plash 1561 
Longbreech EW 24 0.67 Longebreche 1321 (and shortabr.), 

longebrech 1412 
Just poles EW 24 0.67 
Stanwell hill EW 16 0.44 Stanewelhull1422, long stanwell 

hill 1561 
Costydene furlong EW 8 0.22 Costondean 1375, costonsden 

15th, coston deane 1561 
Costyhill NS 21 0.58 HLW 
Costy pitt EW 9 0.25 
Hanging woolsbreach NS 58 1.61 HL E, sh horse woolsbreche 1375, long 

close 1560 wyssebrech 1400 in North Field, 
hanging woolfebreach 1561 

Short clay furlong EW 18 0.5 HLN Short clay furlong 1561 
Long clay furlong EW 39 1.08 HLSandN,ab Long cley forlong 1400, 1422 

mill ditch 
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Table 14 continued 

Name 1715 lAnd lieNo Wulth Abuttals Nameforms 

Millditch NS 36 1.00 Abuts stonehill HL Milneditch 1375, milnedych 14-22, 
mill ditche 1561 

Quachfen 41 1.14 Quatch fenn 1561 
Stonehill dene lays 9 0.25 Stonehill deane 1561 
Stonehill EW 36 1.00 HLN andS Stone forlong 1375, stone 1404, 

stonhilll561 
Whitnell NS 38 1.06 Abuts stonhill HL Short whitwell 1561 

next to Crickway 
Statfold NS 33 0.92 E end hades of 

1ensway 
Deadmore NS 48 1.33 HLE Deddemore 1412, dedmore late 

15th, deademore 1561 
Longpissell NS 16 0.44 HL E, abuts short Pishill 1300, long pissill 1561 

pissell HL 
Short pissell EW 14 0.39 next dole meadow 
Pissellleys 18 0.50 Pyshull1398, pissil1561 
Mead hill EW 41 1.14 Fedy furlong at N 
Squerish land EW 31 0.86 HLSandN Squabettlond 1375, squaletteslond 

1422, swallettelond 1422, 
sqarish land 1561 

Lensway EW 23 0.64 HLN and S 
Under lensway NS 28 0.78 HLW(andE?) 
Stonehill dene furlong NS 15 0.42 HLEandW 
Costy furlong EW 21 0.58 HL: N andS 
Smeridoles NS 23 0.64 Smalidoles 1475, smaldoles 1422, 

smalledoles 1561 
Fede NS 92 2.56 HL W, head at Lond feydey 15th, feydey 1422 

brook 
Upper balland EW 35 0.97 HLN Foxholes bawalond? 1561 
Nether balland NS 39 1.08 Shoots statfold 

Meadows 

Cackmoor Cakkemor 1398 Cakemore 1463 
Runns Wainegoads 1561 Waynegod 1463 
Slowes Slowes 1463 
Coppedwells Copperwell 1315 Coppedwel 1463 
Foxhalls Foxholes medwe 1412 Foxholys 1463 
Patches Patches 14 ~ 2 Patches 1463 

Haywards piece 
Backhouse leesons 
Little inlands 
Middle inlands 
Great inlands inlands 1404 
Statfold meadow 

Based on ASL 1232 (1715) with information from charters and deeds NRO ASL 1-45 (13th-1674); PS 1-49 
(1321-1556); long terriers are PS<4, 13,20-1,25,29,37 (1376,1412,1423,1423,1439,1463,1469), andASL 
20,23,44 (1463, 1501, 1561). 
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Foxludls Fzeld Ftde Field 

Mill hill 161eys 361ands 52 total Costy hill 91ands 9 total 
Thomold 5 69 74 Statfo1d 25 25 
Eldersdean 9 9 Hanging W oolsbrech 27 27 
Larkwell 1 headl. 21 22 61 
Parkside 1 headl. 40 41 
Woo1ands 18 18 Upper Field 
Wellom 15 15 
Butts betw. ways 13 13 Bennetts moor 5 71eys 12 

244 Ans10ws 34 34 
Grasscroft 17+HL 64 

The total is 369 lands, which paid the 30th sheaf, or one third of the tithe. The thirds 
were mentioned in 1561 in a terrier with numbered lands that refers to the (demesne) 
balk in Bennetts More37• A balk marked the thirds in Anslow Furlong as early as 1416 
when a block of 7 lands laid next to a balk38• 

The blocks of furlongs are typical of demesne, although they are not described as 
demesne except in the original grant. Very possibly the furlongs in the old enclosure of 
Mill Field and Horse Close were demesne also. 

The demesne blocks lie without any observable physical division that might be 
ascribed to the two separate lords of the manor. The lords undoubtedly had demesnes 
lying side by side in the blocks, as at Kislingbury, which would indicate that there was 
only one manor originally, as is recorded in the eleventh and twelfth-centuries. 

The thirds belonged to the Ashleys in 1715, and were held by tenants. They are not 
described as demesne and had probably been let out with other land taken in hand by 
the Catesbys in the fifteenth century, held at will, with no particular manorial rights or 
interest assigned to them. 

It can be shown that no manorial status for some of the lands had been claimed since 
1412. Terriers of the freehold property of the Boys and Deacon families mention the 
names of nearly all the demesne furlongs. However since only one furlong, inland is 
entirely.demense the names as a whole do not prove that freeholders had former demesne 
land. Inland is one of the furlongs with at least one land in freehold possession (in 
1404,39), and another is conclusively located in the demesne in the same year at 
Bennetts Moor, where a freehold land laid next to the Rugby Way (rogewl!Y) which is 
described as 'thirds' in 1715. Another case is at Hanging Woolsbrech which has short 
lands at the west which were demesne. In 1400, freehold lands laid on short hanging ' 
woolsbrech. These three examples indicate that the demesne had been rearranged 
before 1400. 

The most likely reason for this change of ownership, as explained previously, is that 
the demesne had been involved in a large-scale exchange oflands to form the separate 
estate of the Lodge. 

Enclosures 
The Lodge 
The Lodge estate, first mentioned in a 1519 court roll, is described in 1612 as a pasture 
of enclosed ground called Lodge Field, 200 acres and the house standing, with the Great 

37 NRO ASL 44. 
38 NRO ASL 1157. 
39 NRO PS 12. 
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Meadow of Ashby, Dry Field and Little Meadow4O'. No open-field information has been 
found and it is possible that the estate was pasture, like a park, from its inception. This 
would explain the name 'Lodge'. As shown above, the Lodge was probably fonned by 
consolidation exchanges made in the thirteenth century. 

In 1657 there are details of the Lodge upkeep and tenancy conditions; 'glazing, floors, 
stairs and partitions; the tenant not to cut, cart or steal trees and bushes, and to give 
account of all work on stiles, gates, and pens for sheep and hay, and was to keep out 
hunters and coursers'. He was to look after cattle in his charge on their way to market, 
and to help with hay and ricks in the meadow41• . 

The Lodge was usually used to maintain sheep; in 1674 there were 2,000, which 
produced 100 lambs for the vicar at 3s each. The shepherds of the grounds sheared the 
open-field tenants' sheep each year. The Lodge also bre~ rabbits, for in 1553, 'vicar 
Holmes' went there to collect tithe rabbits. Occasionally some fields were used for 
arable; a close of pasture called corn close being ploughed up by Bryan lanson I in 1615, 
'part of the enclosed grounds of Ashby Legder'42. 

Village enclosures 
A small park was made next to the manor house in 1458 by William Catesby, taking in a 
furlong called le gomo at the end of the village called Stokerstown End, lying east of the 
way43. It was quit claimed to William by Eustace de Burneby of Watford, and was 
presumaply demesne. Eustace's interest may have been in connection with the man
orial descent oflands in Ashby and Watford transferred with Emma de Catesby. Brian 
lanson leased, in 1680, Horse Close, meadows called Upper Park, Nether Park, Park 
Meadow, Pond Close and Hopyard44• 

The field north west of the village, called Mill Field, had been enclosed long before 
1532 when it was stated that 'time out of mind' there had been the right for the lord to 
beat its boundary by riding a horse around the outside, there being a 3 foot space 
beyond its ditch with wolfpytte furlong45. The enclosure was probably made soon after 
1416. In that year Emma de Catesby exchanged 1.75 acres ofland dispersed in the West 
and South Fields for 2 acres on the overluzy next to the land ofJohn de Catesby on which le 
longebrech in the North Field abuts46• This exchange concentrated land near to the 
manor house. 

Parliamentary enclosure of 1764 
The main part of the estate was enclosed by Parliamentary Act in 176447. Almost the 
whole estate belonged to the Ashleys and the purpose was probably to regularise the 
glebe and impropriate tithe. 

Hedges were set around the furlongs, forming .11 large plots, of which 10 were 
between 87 and 136 acres. The formal plots were soon divided into small closes which 
were divided again into even smaller fields in 180848• 

40 NRO ASL 85. 
41 NRO ASL 90. 
42 NRO ASL 142. 
43 NRO ASL 58. 
44 NRO ASL 102. 
45 NRO ASL 799. 
46 NRO PS 16. 
47 Act NRO ASL 420. 
48 NRO ASL 352. 
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